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BY JOHN MIGHTON

FOR THE

OFMATH
LOVE

i  
still vividly remember the 

day, 14 years ago, when a tall 

and painfully shy sixth grade 

student named Lisa sat down 

at my kitchen table for her first math 

lesson with me. Lisa’s principal had rec-

ommended her for a free after-school 

tutoring program I had started in my 

apartment with several friends. Al-

though I had asked the principal for 

students struggling in math, I was not 

prepared for Lisa.

I
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With the right lesson plan, teachers can turn struggling students  
into budding mathematicians. The secret is carefully guiding  
their adventure in numbers

ILLUSTRATIONS BY CELIA JOHNSON
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I had planned to boost Lisa’s confidence by 
teaching her to add fractions. I knew from previous 
experience as a tutor that children often develop 
anxieties about math when they first encounter 
fractions. Because my lesson involved multiplica-
tion, I asked Lisa if she had trouble remembering 
any times tables, but she stared at me blankly. She 
had no idea what multiplication meant. Even the 
concept of counting by a number other than one 
was foreign to her. She was terrified by my questions 

and kept saying, when I mentioned 
the simplest concepts, “I don’t 
understand.”

I had no idea what to do with 
Lisa, so I decided to see if she could 
learn to count by twos so she could 
eventually multiply by two. To ease 
her fears, I told her I was certain 
that she was smart enough to learn 
to multiply. I was afraid I might be 
giving her false praise, but my en-
couragement seemed to help her fo-
cus, and she made more progress 
than I expected.

I tutored Lisa once a week for 
three years. In grade nine, she 
transferred out of the remedial 
stream in math, and in her second 
term she skipped a year and en-
rolled in grade 10 math. She was 
able to solve word problems and 
carry out complex operations on 
tests independently, and several 
times I watched her teach herself 
material out of a textbook. Her fi-
nal mark in grade 10 math was a 

C+, but she was a year ahead. She had progressed 
from grade one to grade nine in only 100 hours of 
lessons, fewer than she would have received in a 
year of school. If I had had more time to prepare 
her, she could have done better.

In working with Lisa and the other students I 
tutored, I became convinced that children have far 
more potential to learn math than they typically 
exhibit at school. I registered my tutoring program 
as a charity, called JUMP (Junior Undiscovered 
Math Prodigies) Math, and embarked on a de-
cade-long odyssey to determine the true math ca-
pabilities of children and why so many find the 
subject hard to learn. JUMP Math is now a class-
room program used by more than 100,000 ele-
mentary and intermediate students in Canada. In 
the U.S., a number of school districts are testing a 
version of JUMP aligned with the Common Core 
State Standards.

From my experience as a tutor and then a volun-
teer in hundreds of classrooms, I developed a num-
ber of principles that form the basis of JUMP and are 
supported by research in educational psychology and 
cognitive science. They include providing lots of 
practice, giving students immediate feedback, teach-
ing general math problem-solving strategies, and 
helping students discover new concepts by breaking 
down problems into small, manageable steps.

FAST FACTS

Formula for Success

1>> Pure discovery-based math lessons can cause cogni-
tive overload and therefore do not work as well as 

those in which a teacher helps a student to navigate a prob-
lem’s complexities.

2>> Studies show that JUMP Math, a guided-discovery pro-
gram the author developed, lifts students to much 

higher levels in math than most standard methods while 
shrinking the gap between weaker and stronger students.

3>> The confidence that students gain by succeeding in 
math can bring broader benefits.

x/?“IF THE RATIO OF GIRLS 
TO BOYS IN A TOWN IS  
4 TO 5, WHAT FRACTION 
ARE GIRLS?” MANY WILL 
ANSWER FOUR FIFTHS. 
THE CORRECT ANSWER  
IS FOUR NINTHS, WHICH 
REQUIRES UNDERSTAND-
ING THAT THE DENOMINA-
TOR OF THE FRACTION 
HAS TO REPRESENT ALL 
OF THE CHILDREN, NOT 
JUST THE BOYS. 

SAMPLE PROBLEM
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Surprisingly, these principles work not only 
in one-on-one lessons but also in whole classes. 
In a randomized controlled study presented at 
the Society for Research in Child Development 
in 2011, for example, cognitive scientists Tracy 
Solomon and Rosemary Tannock of the Hospi-
tal for Sick Children and the University of To-
ronto found that students from 18 classrooms 
using JUMP showed twice the rate of progress 
on a number of standardized math tests as 
those receiving standard instruction in 11 other 
classrooms. A large, multiyear pilot in inner-
city schools in England, among many other an-
ecdotal reports, have also shown that JUMP 
Math lifts students to much higher levels in 
math than most standard methods while dra-
matically shrinking the gap between weaker 
and stronger students.

Little Discovery
I believe that a root cause of many children’s 

troubles in math, as well as in other subjects, is 
the belief in natural academic hierarchies. As 
early as kindergarten, children start to compare 
themselves with their peers and to identify 
some as talented or “smart” in various subjects. 
A child who decides that she is not talented will 
often stop paying attention or making an effort 
to do well. This problem will likely compound 
itself more quickly in math than in other subjects 
because when you miss a step in math it is usually 
impossible to understand what comes next. The 
more a child fails, the more her negative view of her 
abilities is reinforced and the less efficiently the 
child learns.

This belief in hierarchies causes greater differ-
ences between children in their success in math 
than do actual ability gaps. The fact that good in-
struction can dismantle hierarchies in math means 
that a child’s current level of achievement need not 
dictate her long-term success in math.

In the past 15 years most schools in North 
America have adopted some kind of discovery- or 
inquiry-based math program, in which students are 
supposed to figure out concepts by themselves rath-
er than being taught them explicitly. Discovery-
based lessons tend to focus less on problems that 
can be solved by following a general rule, procedure 
or formula (such as “find the perimeter of a rectan-
gle five meters long and four meters wide”) and 
more on complex problems based on real-world ex-
amples that can be tackled in more than one way 
and have more than one solution (“using six square 
tiles, make a model of a patio that has the least pos-

sible perimeter”). Instead of memorizing facts and 
learning standard algorithms such as long division, 
students learn math primarily by exploring con-
cepts and developing their own methods of calcula-
tion, mostly through hands-on activities with con-
crete materials.

Although I agree with many of the aims and 
methods of the discovery approach, a growing 
body of research suggests that some of its elements 
have significant drawbacks. To make math more 
relevant or appealing, for example, teachers will 
often select textbooks that are dense with illustra-
tions or involve the use of concrete materials with 
engaging features, but these details can actually 
impede learning. For example, in 2013 psycholo-
gists Constance Kaminski and Vladimir Sloutsky 
of Ohio State University taught two groups of pri-
mary students to read bar graphs using two differ-
ent types of graph: one had pictures of stacked 
shoes or flowers, and the other, more abstract 
graph had solid bars. Students who learned with 
the bars were better at reading graphs when the 
scale of the graph changed to reflect some multiple 
of the number of objects. Students taught with pic-
tures tended to be distracted by counting the ob-
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jects and so did not look at the scale on the graph.
Math teaching methods should not only avoid 

derailing students with extraneous material, they 
should also not saddle them with too much infor-
mation at once. Discovery approaches can place a 
huge burden on working memory, the temporary 
mental scratchpad we use so heavily in solving math 
problems. Human working memory is extremely 
limited. On average, it holds the equivalent of about 
seven numbers at a time, a limit that the demands 
of a complex problem can easily exceed if the prob-
lem requires a lot of new knowledge.

Because of this hefty cognitive load, lessons 
based on pure discovery do not work as well as 
those in which a teacher helps a student navigate the 
complexities of a problem by providing feedback, 
working through examples and offering other guid-

ance, according to a 2006 article by psycholo-
gist Paul Kirschner of the Open University of 
the Netherlands and his colleagues. The key is 
for a student to have mental capacity remain-
ing to make inferences, integrate knowledge 
and reorganize information. “Empirical evi-
dence collected over the past half-century con-
sistently indicates that minimally guided in-
struction is less effective and less efficient than 
instructional approaches that place a strong 
emphasis on guidance of the learning process,” 
Kirschner and his co-authors wrote. In a 2011 
meta-analysis (quantitative review) of 164 
studies of discovery-based learning, psycholo-
gist Louis Alfieri of the City University of New 
York and his colleagues concluded: “Unassist-
ed discovery does not benefit learners, whereas 
feedback, worked examples, scaffolding and 
elicited explanations do.”

Micro Inquiry
With these data in mind, we designed JUMP 

with supports such as additional examples, ac-
tivities and practice. Based on a method called 
guided discovery or micro inquiry, JUMP les-
sons ask students to derive concepts and solve 
problems with a teacher’s guidance so that vir-
tually all of the students succeed. What is more, 
the teacher’s direction closely aligns with cer-

tain principles that greatly assist the learning of 
mathematics.

One of these is scaffolding, which means break-
ing learning into chunks and providing relevant ex-
amples and practice to help students tackle each 
chunk. In a scaffolded lesson, concepts are intro-
duced in a logical progression, with one idea lead-
ing naturally to the next. For instance, if you ask 
sixth graders this question, “If the ratio of girls to 
boys in a town is 4 to 5, what fraction are girls?” 
many will answer four fifths, or 80 percent. The 
correct answer is four ninths, which requires under-
standing that the denominator of the fraction has 
to represent all of the children, not just the boys.

In a scaffolded JUMP lesson on ratios and per-
centages, the first question asks students to write 
down the number of girls, boys and children in a 
class after statements such as “there are three girls 
and 10 children” and “there are six boys and five 
girls.” The next question asks the same thing, but 
students must also write down the fraction of girls 
and boys. Later, when students find the fraction of 
girls or boys in various problems, they must say if 
they are given the part and the whole, the two parts, 
or the “wrong” part and the whole. This sequence 

(The Author)

JOHN MIGHTON is a mathematician and playwright and founder of 
JUMP Math. He is a fellow of the Fields Institute for Research in the 
Mathematical Sciences in Toronto and received an Ashoka fellowship 
for his work as a social entrepreneur.
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of tasks stops students from forming a fraction by 
just putting one number over another without con-
sidering what the numbers mean. With this ap-
proach, it is possible to teach even the biggest ideas 
through a series of small steps.

Such lessons are designed to anticipate potential 
confusions or gaps in knowledge. To take a different 
example, if fifth grade students are asked to draw on 
graph paper all possible rectangles with whole-num-
ber sides that have a perimeter of 12 centi-
meters, many will start by drawing the fig-
ures shown below. 

In the first instance, the student has 
confused perimeter with area; in the sec-
ond, the child used up the allotted perime-
ter before completing the rectangle. To pre-
pare students for the drawing exercise, the 
teacher might draw one side of a rectangle 
and allow students time to practice com-
pleting the drawing until they understand 
how the perimeter wraps around the figure. 
The teacher might also discuss a system for 
generating all the answers—say, by starting 
with a rectangle with width 1, then width 
2, and so on.

Despite trying to prevent such confu-
sions, students will still make plenty of 
mistakes, and those who repeat their errors 
will begin to doubt their abilities and lose 
hope that math can make sense to them. 
For this reason, JUMP Math lesson plans 
instruct teachers to provide immediate 
feedback and continuous assessment. Dur-
ing each JUMP lesson, which consists of a 
series of questions, exercises and challenges, the 
teacher selectively marks and discusses the student 
work as it is completed, so as to spot and correct er-
rors and misconceptions before students move on, 
instead of testing the class a week later when it may 
be too late to help the ones who have fallen behind.

Another essential element of JUMP is to give 
kids general tools for solving math problems. Many 
adults struggle with the following elementary prob-
lem: “A person is standing 5,152nd in line, and a 
second person is 2,238th in line. How many people 
are between them?” Most people will subtract to 
find the answer, but if you ask them how they know 

their answer is correct, they often will not be able 
to say. I know this approach will give the wrong an-
swer, but not because I was born with an ability to 
see it. As a mathematician, I have learned basic 
strategies for solving problems, including this one: 
create an easier version of the problem and solve it 
instead. In this case, I would imagine five people in 
line and ask how many people are between the per-
son who is fourth and the person who is second in 

line. Clearly, one person. From that simpler scenar-
io, I immediately discover that subtracting the po-
sitions gives an answer that is one too high.

Practice Makes …
I once tutored a student who had a severe atten-

tion deficit disorder and who had not managed to 
learn any multiplication facts by grade four. I told him 
I was going to give him a challenge: I would show him 
how to double large numbers mentally. I wrote:

 

2 3 4 , 1 2 2 , 1 4 1
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“ONE PERSON IS
STANDING 5,152ND 
IN LINE. ANOTHER IS 

2,238TH. HOW MANY 
PEOPLE ARE BETWEEN 
THEM?” MOST PEOPLE 
SUBTRACT TO FIND THE 

ANSWER. BUT NOW 
IMAGINE A LINE OF FIVE 
PEOPLE AND ASK HOW 

MANY ARE BETWEEN 
THE SECOND AND THE 

FOURTH PERSON IN 
LINE. IS THE CORRECT 

ANSWER 4 – 2 = 2? 

1 cm

1 cm

12 cm

11 cm

Million Thousand

SAMPLE PROBLEM
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I covered all but the millions part of the number 
with my hand and asked him to read what he could 
see. He said, “Two hundred thirty-four” and then 
“million.” I drew back my hand to reveal the thou-
sand part, and he said, “One hundred twenty-two 
thousand.” When I exposed the rest of the number, 
he said, “One hundred forty-one.” As I had hoped, 
the boy was excited about reading this enormous 
number and asked to read more. My true goal, 

however, was to motivate him to multiply. So I 
then made a list of the first four entries of the two 
times table and showed him how to double a large 
number by doubling each digit and writing the re-
sult under the digit. While he was happily doubling 
numbers, the boy memorized the list and soon no 
longer needed it. He had practiced and learned 
part of the two times table in several minutes with-
out being aware of it.

Although some educational theorists have 
made practice seem unnecessary or detrimental by 
calling it “drill and kill,” children need practice to 
become experts. The true challenge in education 
is thus to make practice interesting. If teachers 
make learning into a game with different levels 
and twists and turns as I did in my lesson with the 
big numbers, students will happily practice for a 
long time.

JUMP Math lesson plans also include extra “ex-
tension” questions that allow elementary and mid-
dle school teachers to give all students roughly the 
same lesson, without boring the stronger students or 

holding them back. Ordinarily, teachers try to chal-
lenge faster students by giving them questions that 
introduce new concepts, skills and vocabulary. So 
the students need the teacher’s help, depriving the 
rest of the class of the teacher’s attention. In a JUMP 
lesson, an instructor assigns a set of incrementally 
harder bonus questions that kids can do on their 
own because they do not introduce new skills or 
concepts. Yet they feel as if they are surmounting a 

series of interesting challenges, simi-
lar to what happens in a video game. 
For example, if a teacher asks a 
fourth grader to state a rule for the 
sequence “63, 67, 71, 75 …” stu-
dents for whom this answer is obvi-
ous could be given bonus questions 
such as “This sequence has a mis-
take in it; can you correct the mis-
take?” (Students love this.) Or “Find 
the missing numbers in the sequence  
3, _, _, 18 . . .” Or “Say how many 
odd numbers in the sequence 1, 4, 7, 
10.. . are less than 100.”

Such questions help the more 
advanced students gain a deeper un-
derstanding of the curriculum. In 
addition, when youngsters who are 
initially slower see that they can 
handle the work, they speed up so 
they can get bonus questions, too. 
Indeed, teachers who follow the 
JUMP lesson plans with fidelity can 

dramatically close the gap between weaker and 
stronger students.

For example, in the fall of 2007 fifth grade 
teacher Mary Jane Moreau of the Mabin School in 
Toronto gave her students a standardized assess-
ment called the Test of Mathematical Abilities. 
The class average was in the 54th percentile, with 
a wide range of scores, including one student who 
ranked at just the ninth percentile. A fifth of the 
pupils were identified as learning disabled. Moreau 
then abandoned her usual approach, which meant 
pulling together lessons with the best materials she 
could find, and followed the JUMP lesson plans. 
After a year of JUMP, the class average rose to the 
98th percentile, with the lowest mark in the 95th 
percentile. After two years of JUMP, 17 of her 18 
students signed up for the Pythagoras Math com-
petition, a prestigious contest for sixth graders, 
and 14 of them received awards of distinction 
(with the other three close behind).

This case is not isolated. In 2006 Nikki Aduba, 
a math consultant for Lambeth, one of the neediest 
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STUDENTS WHO CAN 
EASILY SEE THE RULE 
FOR THE SEQUENCE 
AT LEFT COULD BE 
GIVEN A BONUS 
QUESTION SUCH AS  
“SAY HOW MANY ODD 
NUMBERS IN THE  
SEQUENCE 1, 4, 7, 10 
...ARE LESS THAN 100.” 

SAMPLE PROBLEM
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boroughs in England, enlisted teachers to use 
JUMP with 159 students who were a year be-
low grade level at the beginning of grade six. 
Almost all the students had learning disabili-
ties or behavior problems, and few were ex-
pected to pass the national exams in math. A 
year later 69 percent of them had advanced 
about two years in math, and 60 percent passed 
the exams. Aduba reported similar results with 
hundreds of students in various grades four 
years in a row. In another case, Muheim Ele-
mentary School in northern British Columbia 
for years ranked in the bottom 10 percent in its 
school district on provincial math tests. Since 
the principal introduced JUMP Math five years 
ago, the school has held its position among the 
top 10 percent.

Confidence Boost
None of the basic learning strategies used 

in JUMP are radical or even new in education. 
But JUMP has applied them with rigor, paying 
close attention to the order and size of steps, the 
amount of review provided and the methods of 
questioning, among other details. If there is 
anything new about JUMP, it lies in the as-
sumptions that guided its development, includ-
ing the idea that almost all students can achieve 
more in math than schools require. JUMP as-
sumes that children who believe in their abili-
ties can enjoy doing math as much as they enjoy 
making art or playing sports. It is fun to overcome 
challenges and exercise the mind, and it can be 
thrilling to discover or understand something that 
is beautiful, useful or new.

The confidence that students gain by succeeding 
in math can have effects in other parts of their lives. 
Because math is supposed to be hard, when children 
think they are capable of learning math they tend 
to think that they can learn anything. In Lambeth, 
one teacher reported that students with behavior 
problems would reprimand others who misbehaved 
in math class because they were so engaged in their 
lessons. Another teacher wrote that her students 
had become “ballsy, independent problem solvers.” 
I once taught 11-year-olds in Lambeth how to read 
binary codes, the strings of 0s and 1s that represent 
numbers for computers. The students seemed to 
think they were little code breakers and demanded 
longer and longer codes. On my third day at the 
school, when the teacher and I entered the class-
room the children cheered.

Children love solving puzzles, seeing patterns 
and making connections. They have a sense of won-

der that is diminished only by failure. In the past de-
cade cognitive scientists and educators have begun 
to uncover the mechanisms by which our brains 
learn best, and they have gathered evidence that the 
significant majority of students can excel at and love 
learning subjects such as math. One of the most im-
portant questions of our time is whether we will act 
on that evidence by educating children according to 
their extraordinary potential. M
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